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See http://www.junkfax.org/fax/misc/pobox.htm for the most recent information.

Not a new, just clarifying the law that has already been established.  This has been covered a couple of times here.  I'll 
just cut-n-paste from an earlier post I made:

As for USUAL MAILING ADDRESS and PMB (Private Mail Box)

The statute to start with is Cal Code Civ Pro 415.20.  The case to start with is Ellard v. Conway (2001) 94 Cal.App.4th 
540, 545-547, 114 Cal.Rptr.2d 399, 402-403.

In Ellard, substitute service was proper where a process server first attempted to personally serve defendants at their last 
known residential address, and, upon learning they no longer lived there, obtained a forwarding address from the U. S. 
Postal Service.

This amounted to reasonable diligence in attempting personal service thus making substitute service available.

Substitute service at a private/commercial post office box was proper, because that was the forwarding address provided 
to the Postal Service, thus making it defendants' "usual mailing address," 

Also, the manager of the facility knew the defendants and told the process server they received mail there. 

Under the circumstances, it was more likely than not the manager would deliver the summons and complaint, and no 
facts suggested personal or substituted service was available at any other address or on any other individual. 

Thus, CCP § 415.20(b) authorized substitute service on defendants at their private post office box. 

Many cases have followed Ellard, most are unpublished California cases.
There is a good federal case that followed Ellard.  I say good because Ellard itself actually distinguished a federal case 
that went the other way.
The case is Smilde v. Melchner, No. C-00-2687 JCS (N.D. Cal. Feb. 15, 2002).
2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3809, and it discusses the matter at some length.

-----Original Message-----
From: Karl Dickhaus [mailto:karl@faxlaw.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 15, 2004 11:40 AM
To: junkfax-l@junkfaxes.com
Subject: [JunkFAX-L] Service on a California P.O. Box

 Someone said that there was a new law in California that 
service on the branch manager of a mailboxes establishment was valid 
service on the mailbox owner. Any of you CA types know about this, 
and if the answer is yes, have a citation to the statute? TIA, Karl.
-- 
Karl W. Dickhaus
Dickhaus and Associates, LC

1750 S. Brentwood Blvd., Ste. 300
St. Louis, MO 63144
(314) 962-9000  Telephone
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(314) 962-5083  Facsimile

Junk Fax Claims under the TCPA
and General Consumer Fraud Litigation

karl@faxlaw.com
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